Theory and Observation
To eventually understand QG, we will need to observe phenomena that depend on QG • need to cut off UV divergences of QFT & BH entropy
• tentative calculations in various QG scenarios, e.g.
• semiclassical spin-network calculations in Loop QG
• string theory tensor VEVs
• non-commutative geometry
• some brane-world backgrounds
• possibly missing GZK cutoff on UHE cosmic rays
LV Phenomena
• Time-dependence of spin or hyperfine resonance, or energy levels as lab moves w.r.t. preferred frame or directions …
• Long baseline dispersion (GRB's, AGN's, pulsars) and vacuum birefringence (e.g. spectropolarimetry of galaxies)
• New thresholds (photon decay, vacuum Cerenkov)
• Shifted thresholds (photon annihilation from blazars, GZK, …)
General Relativity with a preferred frame
• Frame must be dynamical High energy threshold phenomena: photon decay, vacuum Cerenkov, GZK cutoff (Coleman & Glashow, 1997-8) Trans-GZK events? (AGASA collab. 1998) Standard Model Extension (Colladay & Kostelecky, 1997) Add to the Standard Model Lagrangian all possible Lorentz-violating terms that preserve field content, gauge symmetry, and renormalizability. AGASA sees no cutoff at 2.5 σ level -more statistics needed: Auger observatory ~ 100 times higher event rate, better systematics
